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9roups Sport a"d lairage prior to slaughter pigs from different rearing 

»»sistlt] ' frecloently mixed. The fighting which often ensues leads to

erati°"s on the carcass which, in severe cases, may lead to its 

f°rCur. ng’ The so-called rind-side damage makes the carcasses less suitable 

1nto bacon and there is also evidence that pigs which have been 

(Hirriss Preslaughter are more likely to produce meat with a high ultimate pH 

n<* Lister, 1983). Despite the economic importance of these effects
6re 3ppear

A surVey s to he no recent estimate of the incidence of damaged carcasses. 

°̂Weri .. 3rried out in the mid-seventies found that over 40% of pig carcasses 

of fighting damage (Meat and Livestock Commission, 1976)the 0tne Gvidence 
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dumber wbich were bad enough to be downgraded was not recorded. The 

highlighted by the increasing use of entire males (boars) 

snd the commonly-held belief in the meat trade that boars are 

owngraded carcasses are given a Z-grading under t 

ion pig classification scheme. This grade is not
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* at an(J 0 lighting. Downgraded carcasses are given a Z-grading under the 

^t^cted VeSb°c*c Conwiss

811 ^ osp t0 Carcasses damaged through ante-mortem fighting but is given to

“r Pirtiv !!"ch are ”scraggy
0i)Servati ii°nc,emned> or those with soft fat or pale muscle

blemished, pigmented, coarse-skinned 
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X i n g Sug9ests that carcasses damaged by fighting make up the over 

horded th^°rit:y °f those which are given a Z-grade. Therefore we have 
W *  incidence of Z-graded carcasses in order to estimate the current 

' °f problem.

U Pfs baco^f °f Z‘9raded carcasses was recorded over one year (1982/83) in 

Ur' n9 the fac^0r ês each slaughtering approximately 100,000 pigs per annum.

^ s i b ] ^ ^ 0^ studied the overall number of pigs killed was 300,045. It 

Castrate$ t0 c^assify the carcasses as coming from either boars or non-boars 

dnd 9i1ts combined). Differences between the proportions of boars
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9iven Z-grading were tested using Chi-squared tests.

^  lence of £ ^bree factories are given in Table 1. Overall, the 

ince b°ars 9raded carcasses was 4.67%. About 21% of all slaughtered pigs 

kllS of 7 °f these 5.29% were awarded a Z-grading. The comparable
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ncidence of Z-grading varied between the three factories but in 

9uency was always higher in boars than in non-boars and the 

VerV highly significant (P<0.001). The incidence in boars 

2.5 times the incidence in the combined gilts and castrates
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its pigs overnight. The possibility of a seasonal effect 

grading was examined (Fig 1). There is no evidence that 

es consistently throughout the year and this is also true if
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rs are considered separately.

n the incidence of damaged carcasses between the three plants 

and also in the Meat and Livestock Commission survey referred to 
~ that imuch of the problem could be avoided by different pre- 

1n9 Procedures, whenever possible avoiding mixing groups of
H i  J r Pi9s.

^  6 ec°nomi L6rtain^y * reduction in the number of damaged carcasses

Wi lca,,y beneficial and might also lead to improved meat quality

V  ”9 desirable in the context of animal welfare.
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Table 1. The incidence of Z-graded carcasses in three plants each slaughtering 
about 100,000 pigs per year_______________________________________________

Plant % boars 
killed

% Z Significance 
of difference 
between sexes 

X2

Ratio of incidence 
in boars to that 
in non-boarsoverall boars non

boars

A 21.8 1.2 2.2 0.9 250.2 *** 2.5

B 29.4 4.1 5.0 3.7 98.7 *** 1.4

C 13.3 8.5 10.5 8.2 79.7 *** 1.3
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Fig. 1 The monthly incidence of Z-graded carcasses in the three plants
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